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liligo.com: the leading search engine solution 
used by 7 French airports 

liligo.com has just signed a partnership with Strasbourg airport.  To date, 7 main French 
airports have chosen liligo solution, making liligo.com the leading provider to power their 
websites with its innovative state of the art flights, hotels and car hire white label search 
engine product.

liligo.com search engine white-label solution is comprehensive and unbiased. These core values 
are essential to airports websites as is also the ability to withstand very important search volumes. 
For these reasons, several French airports, representing 22.3% of passengers’ traffic in France, 
chose liligo.com’s “tailor-made” approach.
 
Marseille Provence Airport, France’s 3rd largest regional airport for passenger traffic* with more 
than 8 million  passengers  and 108 direct  destinations,  has been using liligo.com’s  white-label 
solution since 2008.
The airport is Routes Europe 2014 host and liligo.com is sponsoring the event.
 
Toulouse - Blagnac Airport,  France’s 4th largest regional airport, with 7.5 million passengers in 
2013*, hundreds of direct destinations and growing traffic, has also chosen liligo.com's white-label 
solution. Toulouse - Blagnac Airport is connected to all of Europe's major hubs.
 
“Toulouse-Blagnac Airport has chosen liligo.com to help our passengers find the best travel
solutions from Toulouse, whether they are looking for flights, holidays or hotels,” comments Jean-
Michel Vernhes, Head of the Airport's Board of Directors. “With liligo.com, our passengers can  
compare the best travel offers and filter their searches by timetables, departure times, airlines, etc.  
The  project  was  very  easy  to  execute,  thanks  to  liligo’s  flexible  technology  and  their  
knowledgeable staff. Thanks to liligo, we designed exclusive features for our online visitors such  
as an inspiration search engine showing flights available from Toulouse or an interactive map with  
direct flights and their prices. We hope to offer more new services in 2014, such as a mobile  
version of our travel search engine.”

Montpellier, Clermont-Ferrand, Rennes and Limoges Airports are also collaborating with liligo.com. 
 
In February 2014, Strasbourg Airport has been the latest to adopt liligo.com’s technology.
 
“We are proud to have been repeatedly chosen by so many airports through rigorous public market  
tenders,” says Guillaume Bril, Sales Director at liligo.com. “Today, airports websites are trusted by  
passengers and need to display comprehensive and unbiased information on their websites. They  
are also committed to promoting non-stop flights available from their terminals. liligo.com is the 
only provider that can deliver a specific and flexible service to meet those goals. We are delighted  
that our know-how is recognized by more and more airports.”
 



liligo.com searches through  over  350 travel  providers  worldwide  (legacy and  low cost  airlines 
included).  Many  other  travel  websites  like  Lonely  Planet  or  Routard  are  using  liligo.com’s 
technology.  

*Sources : Résultats d’activité des aéroports français 2013 – Dossier conférence de presse (18 février 2014)

Find liligo.com at Routes Europe 2014
Marseille, 6th – 8th April 2014

 

About liligo.com
liligo.com is the first travel search engine to integrate hundreds of sites (travel agencies, legacy and low cost  
airlines, hotels chains, booking centres, tour operators, car hire agencies…) and allows travellers to access  
all available online travel solutions, sorted and presented objectively. Comprehensive, innovative, unbiased,  
liligo.com is dedicated to helping the users find their holidays as simply as possible. liligo.com is available in  
11 European countries and attracts more than 2 million unique visitors a month. 
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